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General Information
Telephones
Public Phones
Many JETs find public phones useful during their first few weeks in Japan, before they acquire a
mobile phone. Although their numbers are decreasing due to the now widespread usage of
mobile phones, you can still find public phones in many train stations, near convenience stores,
etc.
There are two main types of public phones:
Green phones are the most common type of public phone in Japan. It’s possible to make
international calls from some of them.
Grey phones are not as common as green phones, but are more likely to allow international
calls.
All public phones accept either coins (10 yen or 100 yen coins only) or telephone cards for
payment. Pre-paid telephone cards can be purchased at convenience stores in 500 yen or 1000
yen increments. They are especially useful for making international calls at a reduced rate.
Below is a list of three major telephone card companies for international calls:
KDDI Super World Card
http://www.001.kddi.com/en/lineup/with-guidance/swc/
NTT Communications World Pre-paid Card
http://506506.ntt.com/english/service/p_card/
Brastel International Calling Service
http://www.brastel.com/pages/eng/home/
Landline Phones
To make landline calls from your house, you must either buy or rent a landline from the
domestic phone company NTT (Nippon Telegraph and Telephone). Purchasing a landline can
cost around 35,000 yen, but second-hand phone lines are also available for much less. The
price of the phone line should be thought of as a type of deposit, as you will get the bulk of the
amount refunded when you sell it back to NTT. Although renting a phone line is often cheaper,
the disadvantage is that you might not be able to make international calls.
Another option that is becoming more popular are internet based phone services (VoIP), which
allow you to save money over a conventional phone line by packaging options for domestic and
international phone calls along with an internet connection. Yahoo's YahooBB and NTT's Hikari
Denwa are two well-known companies that offer this service. Choosing a package with landline
telephone use can often be even cheaper than an internet-only connection in this case.
Mobile Phones
There are three main companies that offer mobile service in Japan and are listed below. Since
English information about products and price plans may not be available in stores, it’s advisable
to read through a company’s English web page before heading out to make a purchase. It also
might help to talk to local senpai JETs to determine which company offers the best coverage in
your area.
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Softbank
http://www.softbank.jp/en/
AU
http://www.au.kddi.com/english/
Docomo
https://www.nttdocomo.co.jp/english/
Types of Phones
Smartphones are a popular choice among the Shizuoka JET community, and are useful for
accessing the internet during the first months after arrival while waiting for home internet to be
installed. All three main companies offer the major smartphone brands in addition to their own
smartphone and mobile phone products. A phone set can either be purchased upfront or paid
off in monthly installments. Most companies require a two-year subscription, and fees apply for
cancelling the service before the two years are up. For smartphones, expect to pay at least
6,000 yen per month for voice call service plus a flat-rate data plan.
Prepaid phones can be a simpler and less expensive option, but their sale has been restricted
in Japan due to past criminal abuse, making the choices limited. A prepaid phone starts at
about 2,000 yen. Credit for making outgoing calls, using messaging etc. must be purchased in
advance from mobile phone stores or convenience stores.
Purchasing a Phone
Mobile phones can be purchased at Softbank, Docomo, or AU stores, or at large electronic
stores (Nojima, Yamada Denki, etc.) that offer products from all of the different companies. To
make a purchase, you will need to bring your residence card and passport as proof of
identification. You should also bring for payment either a credit card or your bankbook and
hanko stamp to set up automatic withdrawals from your bank account. Expect to wait at least
one hour for your ID to be approved and for your customer background check to be cleared
before completing your purchase.
A note of warning: store policies for foreign residents who purchase phones can be quite
inconsistent and vary from location to location. Some stores may insist that as a foreign resident
you are required to pay for your phone upfront or can only pay via credit card. If you are told
these requirements, try inquiring at a different store branch to see if they say the same thing.

Internet
High-speed internet is very affordable in Japan. The most popular, and usually cheapest, option
for internet is Japan’s Hikari fiber optic network, which usually comes in “Mansion” (apartment)
type or “Family” type. If Hikari is not available, simple ADSL (which is still very fast) should be
available wherever there is an NTT phone line in place. What kind of internet is available at your
home is going to depend on your house/apartment. Please note that even if you can get a type
of internet, NTT will require your landlord’s permission to install it, so make sure that you or your
supervisor can get in contact with them. In order to use internet in Japan you will need to have
two types of contracts; one is the Network Service Carrier’s (NTT) and the other is the Internet
Service Provider’s contract (Yahoo BB, OCN etc.). The Network Carriers Service covers the
physical connection to your apartment/house while the Internet Service Provider contract covers
the software side. For the Shizuoka region the Network Carrier Service should be covered by
NTT west.
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The best first step in setting up internet is to research what internet provider/plan is best for you.
If you can read Japanese or have a Japanese friend/co worker who can help, this search engine
is invaluable http://kakaku.com/bb/. Two of the biggest providers OCN and Asahi, while possible
more expensive do offer English support. The biggest provider, Yahoo BB, has no English
website but has an unofficial English support website with a lot of detailed information.
You can check out these websites here:
http://service.ocn.ne.jp/english/
http://asahi-net.jp/en/
http://yahoobb.ojaru.jp/index.html
After you have an idea of what kind of plan you would like, the next stop should be calling NTT
west. NTT west provides a translator service that can act as an in between to NTT officials to set
up an internet connection which can be contacted on the number below. Please note that this is
not the case for most ISPs, which have to be contacted directly afterwards.
NTT West Foreign Language Support: 0120-064337 (English, Portuguese, Spanish, Chinese,
Korean.)
Some things to keep in mind:
 Sometimes you may be required to arrange installations dates or inspections which may
not be available outside of work hours, so be prepared to take paid leave if needed.
 Internet contracts usually have 2-year span with an applicable cancellation fee if
cancelling within this timeframe. While many contracts have clauses which wave this fee
if moving away from Japan it is wise to confirm when making the contract.
 Many contracts also have special deals applicable to plans, while these may allow you to
have a cheaper monthly fee or set up costs, it is important to ask about the finer details
to avoid any nasty catches.
Finally, here are some other ways to get connected to the internet:
 A Softbank portable modem. Easy to set up but not very reliable or cost effective for what
you get.
 Tethering is available on some smart phones. However, this may cost a small monthly
charge.

Post Offices (郵便局)
Keep your JET Diary handy for Post Office use. Explanations and charts are printed in both
English and Japanese.
Any packages that are delivered while you are out will be held at the post office closest to
your house. This will be indicated by a notification slip (printed on white or colored paper) left
in your mail slot. To retrieve your package, bring the slip and your residence card to the post
office as indicated. Sometimes, you will need to bring a hanko as well. Another option is calling
the number on the slip—the number for the English speaking hotline is often printed on the back of
the sheet at the very bottom—or going online to reschedule a delivery at a time convenient for
you.
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If your package is not being handled by Japan Post, but instead being delivered by a domestic
courier service, such as Yamato (Kuroneko), or Sagawa Transport, a similar slip will be left in
your mail slot, but will often include the driver’s cellphone number in addition to the call-center.
A re-delivery can often be arranged the same day if you don’t call too late in the day. After a
certain time of day (varies depending on the courier, but it will be noted [in Japanese] on the
slip), you will have to call the call center instead to arrange for redelivery. Courier services
have limited English support, so being able to speak some Japanese will come in handy.
Hours of Operation (typical of a small branch office)
The main post office is usually open longer than smaller branch offices.
Monday - Friday: 09:00 - 17:00
Saturday: 09:00 - 12:00
Sunday and Holidays: Closed

ATM:

Monday - Friday: 09:00 - 17:30
Saturday: 09:00 - 12:30
Sunday and Holidays: Closed

*As a side note, main post offices in city centers (Shizuoka, Hamamatsu, Numazu, etc.) have a
separate section or window open 24 hours a day which can handle both pick up of missed packages, as
well as sending out of mail and packages.
Domestic Mail Charges
Postcards:
¥52
(return/self-addressed postcards: ¥104)
Letters:

¥82 (up to 25g)
¥92 (up to 50g)

International Mail Charges
(Please note, this information may vary based on country. Please use the postage
calculators on Japan Post’s website (http://www.post.japanpost.jp/english/) for more
accuracy.)
Postcards:
Aerogrammes:
Letters (Standard Sized):
Up to 25 grams
Up to 50 grams

¥70
¥90
~¥110
~¥200

Postal Terms
Printed Matter: (insatsu butsu - 印刷物) Books, brochures, magazines, etc. without a
letter enclosed are fairly inexpensive to send. Also, greeting cards can
be sent at reduced rates if they are left unsealed and your written
message does not exceed five words (excluding your name).
Small Packet: (kogata hosobutsu - 小型包装物) A small package, about the size of a
Kleenex box, is much cheaper and faster to send than a large one. The
clerk will affix a green sticker to the package stating the contents and
value.
Sarubin (SAL): Surface Air Lifted. Combines air and surface transportation. SAL mail
goes by air when there is room on the plane. Christmas deadlines are
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EMS:

about mid-November.
Express Mail Service. A speedier method sent by air. (It usually takes
around a week from Japan to the Eastern US) Depending on the size
and weight of the package, it can end up being cheaper than more
standard shipping methods. This method can be insured/tracked and
requires a signature on receipt at destination, so is a little more secure as
well.

BEWARE: A package with a letter inside is more expensive. Post office employees may
open the package to confirm a letter is not included.
Note to all Canadians: If you plan on sending any packages to Canada, DO NOT send it
via EMS, even though the postal workers “recommend” it. Canada has some of the
strictest customs regulations. The receiver of the package may receive a tax notice
about three months after receiving the package. He / She could be taxed on the cost of
the contents and the cost of shipping. If the contents are not clearly marked on the box,
it may be returned back to Japan, incurring additional expenses. Use any other option
but EMS.
For more information on shipping methods, post office locations, and rate calculators,
check out Japan Post’s English website. (http://www.post.japanpost.jp/english/)
In Japan, the post office also has banking and insurance branches. Service counters for
the Japan Post Bank are typically located only at large post offices, however. Post offices
with banking service counters are useful for remittance and money changing services,
which will be further detailed in the Banking Section. Also worth noting: ATMs located at
post offices often accept international cards as well as a wide variety of domestic cards if
you’re traveling far from local Shizuoka-based banks.

Banks (銀行) / Sending Money Home
Like nearly everything else, financial and general business matters are unique in Japan. For
example, handwritten checks are absolutely unheard of, while paying in cash is the norm.
However, credit card usage is increasing as well as the number of establishments that accept
them. You will soon become accustomed to carrying a lot of cold, hard cash with you at all times.
Banks usually close at 15:00 on weekdays, and many either open late or not at all on weekends.
ATMs can usually be accessed after the regular bank services close, though. For example,
ATMs at Shizuoka Bank’s branch offices can be accessed until 21:00 on weekdays and 19:00
on weekends. Be careful during holidays such as Golden Week, when banks and some ATMs
will be closed for days on end. If you’re having trouble with bank hours, keep it mind that many
convenience stores are equipped with ATMs.
Your school should help you open an account either at a local bank or post office. If they are too
busy, you can do it yourself by taking your passport, your hanko, and someone that can read
and write Japanese to the bank. They will normally ask for your resident card (在留カード,
zairyuu kaado) as well, but in the event that you have yet to receive it, they will usually allow
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you to provide it at a later date when it is ready.
Upon making an account with a bank, you will receive a bankbook. Treat this bankbook well, as
it contains both your bank’s information and your account information. Whenever you make an
ATM transaction, simply insert your bankbook when prompted and the machine will
automatically write down the transaction details as well as your remaining balance. Additionally,
you can use your bankbook in lieu of an ATM card when making a transaction!
Note: It is important that the account name matches the name on your resident card as any
difference can cause problems later down the line. This will always be in surname - first name middle name order using the Roman alphabet to match your passport.
Automatic Transfer for Bill Payments - 自動振替 (jidou furikae)
This is the easiest way to pay your monthly utility bills. The money is automatically taken out of
your account and a receipt is sent to you in the post. Water, gas, electricity and NTT local
phone bills can all be paid in this manner. To set this up, show the above title to anyone that
can read and write Japanese and ask him or her to help you at the bank. Don’t forget your
resident card and hanko.
ATM - 現金自動預金支払機 (genkin jidou yokin shiharaiki)
The easiest way to make withdrawals, deposits, and even money transfers is with an ATM card.
ATMs are located throughout the prefecture and, as previously mentioned, can be accessed
after regular bank services close. Although ATMs are all different, there are some basic
similarities. Please keep the following in mind:
※ There is often a maximum daily withdrawal amount, usually to the order of ¥500,000.
※ You can withdraw ¥1,000 and ¥10,000 notes in any combination.
※ If you push the button that says '10' your money will come as ¥1,000 notes for the first
¥10,000.
ATM Operation Key Guide
ATM Hours of Operation (a Shizuoka Bank ATM was used for reference)
※The following times are for withdrawals. Please keep in mind that other ATM services may not
be accessible during the beginning and end of these times.
Monday – Friday
8:00 – 21:00
(there is a ¥108 fee for use outside of 8:45 – 18:00)
Saturday
9:00 – 19:00
(there is a ¥108 fee for use outside of 9:00 – 14:00)
Sundays & Holidays
9:00 – 19:00
(any withdrawal on Sundays or holidays incurs a ¥108 fee)
Transaction Selection Keys
Deposit
お預け入れ
Personal Transfer
お振り替え
Passbook Update
通帳記入
Withdrawal
お引きだし
Transfer
お振り込み
Account Balance
残高照会

Other Operation Keys
¥10,000 notes (1 man)
万
¥1,000 notes (1 sen)
千
Yen
円
Confirmation Key
確認
Correction Key
訂正
Cancel Key
手続取消
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Remittance - 送金 (soukin)
Overseas Remittance Services
Many JETs use overseas remittance services such as GoRemit (http://www.goremit.jp/index/en)
when they want to send money home. Registration with such services takes time and there may
be fees, but this method is quite reliable. For more information, please consult the website for
GoRemit or a similar service.
At The Bank
Complete the soukin form, hand them yen, and they will wire the money to your account in its
local currency. It costs anywhere from ¥2,500 to ¥5,000 to send money this way depending on
how fast you want the money to arrive. You must know your bank account number as well as
routing number and address of your bank in order to send money this way. Be warned that
there may also be a processing fee on the other side. In other words, this method can be rather
expensive.
At the Post Office
Many banking services are available at the post office. By filling out an International Remittance
Application (国際送金請求書, kokusai soukin seikyuusho) available over the counter, money can
be transferred to an account in your own country in the same way as at the bank, but for less. It
can also be exchanged for foreign currency in the form of a cashier’s check. This check must be
made out to someone other than yourself. Choose someone you trust, like a parent or a good
friend. This is the cheapest method, although it cannot be used to send money to Ireland, New
Zealand, South Africa, Russia, Mongolia, Ukraine, Argentina, or Jamaica.
Sending Money - Domestically
From time to time, you may need to send money for subscriptions, airline tickets, etc. to some
remote area you cannot go to directly. Checks simply don’t exist in Japan, so what do you do?
Here are the main choices:
・Electronic Bank Payment: The good old furikomi (振込). You can have a card made (振込券,
furikomiken) that will let you do this a lot quicker when sending money to the same place. Some
JETs opt to do this when paying rent.
・Genkin kakitome (現金書留): These are post office cash envelopes sent as registered mail
within Japan. The money is actually inside the envelope with the amount written on front. This
method is safe, reliable, and costs about ¥500.
・Telegraphic Orders: Money is sent via electronic transfer to the main post office in your area.
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Food in Japan
Food Allergies
The following is taken from a post at http://www.survivingnjapan.com/2012/07/allergy-friendlyfood-in-japan.html. It was written by guest poster Kirsten Adachi of the blog “Cooking in Japan.”
Surviving in Japan is an extremely useful website run by Ashley Thompson, an ex-JET in
Shizuoka! Some of the information on the website is now outdated since she moved back to
America, but it has some very useful tips on how to deal with day-to-day life in Japan and
Shizuoka.
If you look through food allergy information in Japan, you will come across a list of seven over
and over again. These are: eggs, milk, wheat, buckwheat, peanuts, shrimp and crab. Products
containing these ingredients are required to be labeled.
Why these seven? According to the allergy handbook produced by the Japan Consumer Affairs
Agency these seven allergens can produce the severest reactions (think anaphylactic shock). In
Japan eggs, milk and wheat make up 70% of food allergies.
The following is a list of the seven food allergens and how they will be labeled. I have included
readings in brackets in the ‘Common Label’ column. Unless otherwise noted, the readings in the
‘Also Seen As’ column are the same.

Allergen

Eggs

Dairy

Common Label

Also Seen As

卵 (たま
ご, tamago)

たまご, 鶏卵 (keiran/hen’s egg)
あひる卵 (ahiruran/duck’s egg)
うずら卵 (uzuraran/Japanese quail egg)
タマゴ (tamago)
玉子 (tamago)
エッグ (eggu)

乳 (ちち, chichi)

生乳 (seinyuu, raw milk)
牛乳 (gyuunyuu, cow’s milk)
特別牛乳 (tokubetsu gyuunyuu, special cow’s milk)
部分脱脂乳 (bubundasshinyuu, partially skimmed milk)
加工乳 (kakounyuu, processed milk)
クリーム（乳製品） (kuriimu, cream)
バター (bataa, butter)
バターオイル (bataaoiru, butter oil)
チーズ (chiizu, cheese)
濃縮ホエイ（乳製品）(noushukuhoei, concentrated
whey)
アイスクリーム類 (aisu kuriimu rui, ice cream class)
濃縮乳 (noushukunyuu, evaporated milk)
脱脂濃縮乳 (dashinoushukunyuu, fat free evaporated
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milk)
無糖れん乳 (mutourennyuu, sugar free condensed milk)
無糖脱脂れん乳 (mutoudasshirennyuu, sugar free, fat
free condensed milk)
加糖れん乳 (katourennyuu, sweetened condensed milk)
加糖脱脂れん乳 (katoudasshirennyuu, sweetened fat
free condensed milk)
全粉乳 (zenfunnyuu, whole milk powder)
脱脂粉乳 (dasshifunnyuu, powdered skim milk)
クリームパウダー（乳製品） (kuriimupaidaa, cream
powder)
ホエイパウダー（乳製品） (hoeipaudaa, whey powder)
たんぱく質濃縮ホエイパウダー（乳製品）
(tanpakushitsu noushuku hoeipaudaa, concentrated
whey protein powder)
バターミルクパウダー (bataa miruku
paudaa, buttermilk powder)
加糖粉乳 (katoufunnyuu, sweetened powdered milk)
調製粉乳 (chouseifunnyuu, baby formula)
はっ酵乳 (hakkounyuu, fermented milk)
乳酸菌飲料 (nyuusannkinninryou, fermented milk
beverage)
乳飲料 (nyuuinryou, milk beverage)
Wheat

小麦 (こむ
ぎ, komugi)

Buckwheat そば (soba)

こむぎ, コムギ
ソバ

Peanuts

落花生 (らっかせ
ピーナッツ
い, rakkasei)

Shrimp

えび (ebi)

海老, エビ

Crab

かに (kani)

蟹, カニ

(pinattsu)

Source: http://www.food-allergy.jp/info/label_2.html
18 Food Allergens Recommended for Labelling
Food labels are not required to include allergy information for the following group but it is
recommended. Pretty much all children’s products are labelled and some adult products are.
The curry roux box in my cupboard mentions pork as a trace ingredient.
Allergen

Common Label

Also Seen As

Abalone

あわび (awabi)

アワビ

Orange

オレンジ (orenji)

Walnuts

くるみ (kurumi)

クルミ

Soy beans

大豆 (daizu)

だいず, ダイズ

Matsutake

まつたけ (matsutake)

松茸, マツタケ
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Mushroom
Apple

りんご (ringo)

リンゴ, アップル (appuru)

Gelatin

ゼラチン (zerachin)

Banana

バナナ (banana)

Peach

もも (momo)

桃, モモ, ピーチ (piichi)

Japanese
Yam

やまいも (yamaimo)

山芋, ヤマイモ, 山いも

Pork

豚肉 (butaniku)

たにく, 豚にく, ぶた肉, 豚, ポー
ク (pooku)

Chicken

鶏肉 (toriniku)

とりにく, 鳥 (tori), 鶏 (tori), とり肉,
とり (tori), 鳥肉、チキン (chikin)

Mackerel

さば (saba)

鯖, サバ

Salmon

鮭 (sake)、サケ、サーモン
鮭フレーク (sake fureeku), 焼鮭
(saamon)、しゃけ (shake)、シャ (yakisake), スモークサーモン
(sumooku saamon)
ケ(shake)

Kiwi fruit

キウイフルーツ (kiui furuutsu)

キウイジャム (kiui jamu)

Beef

牛肉 (ぎゅうにく, gyuuniku)

牛脂 (gyuushi), ビーフコロッケ
(biifu rokke), 牛スジ (gyuu suji)

Squid

いか (ika), イカ

山芋, ヤマイモ, 山いも

Salmon roe

いくら(ikura), イクラ、スジコ
(sujiko)、すじこ(sujiko)

いくら醤油漬け
tzuke)

(ikura shouyu

Source: http://www.food-allergy.jp/info/label_2.html
Labelling
The allergy handbook offers labelling guidelines for products containing allergens and products
that have possibly come in contact with allergens. Look for these phrases and terms in the
ingredients list (or below).

大豆を含む
だいず を ふくむ
Daizu wo fukumu

Contains traces of soy beans
This will be in brackets beside the
ingredient in the ingredient list.
Made from soy beans

大豆由来
だいず ゆらい
Daizu yurai
本製品の製造ラインでは, 落花生を使用した

Will be in brackets beside any
ingredient that was made from soy
beans.
Made in a factory that produces
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製品も製造しています。
ほんせいひん の せいぞう では、らっか
せい を しようした せいひん も せい
ぞうしています。
Honseihin no seizou rain deha, rakkasei wo
shiyoushita seihin mo seizou shiteimasu.

products that contain peanuts

とうもろこしの輸送設備等は大豆, 小麦の輸送
にも使用しています
とうもろこし の ゆぞうせつびとう は
だいず、こむぎ の ゆぞう にも しよう
しています。
Toumorokoshi no yuzou setsutou ha daizu,
komugi no yuzou ni mo shiyoushiteimasu.

This corn was transported using
equipment that is also used to
transport soy and wheat.

原材料の一部に大豆を含む
げんざいりょう の いちぶ に だいず
を ふくむ
Genzairyou no ichibu ni daizu wo fukumu.

Raw materials contain traces of soy.

This will be in sentence form on the
package somewhere near the
ingredients list.

This will be in sentence form on the
package somewhere near the
ingredients list.

This will be in sentence form on the
package somewhere near the
ingredients list.

What types of products are labelled?
1. Pre-packaged processed food (chips, orange juice cartons, cookies, etc.)
2. Canned or Jarred processed food (jam, baby food, etc.)
If a product contains a miniscule amount of one of the seven allergens it will be marked;
however, if it contains just a few milligrams per kilogram it will not be marked.
Source: http://www.food-allergy.jp
What types of products are not labelled?
1. Products that are measured/weighed and packaged at the store when you buy them (bread
at a bakery, fast food)
2. Made to order bento boxes (lunch boxes)
3. Small products where the area of the packaging is less than 30cm2
Source: http://www.food-allergy.jp
Note: While large companies have proper allergy labelling, I have noticed that some smaller
companies/stores do not. If you don’t see any allergy labelling, it is probably best to err on the
side of caution and ask.
Other useful food-related links:
For where and what to look for on food labels in Japan, please read:
http://www.survivingnjapan.com/2012/04/ultimate-guide-to-reading-food-labels.html
Print your own allergy cards at: http://www.justhungry.com/japan-dining-out-cards
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At Home
Yes, Japan is now your home. As such, there are many things that are quite different that what
you were used before.

Genkan – 玄関
The genkan is the entrance, the space where you remove your shoes inside. The genkan is
considered semi public property, especially in traditional looking homes. People will often
announce themselves first (usually) and might open the door and enter into your genkan, don't
be alarmed of the intruder, it's perfectly normal in Japan as they sometimes don't even knock.
Get in the habit of locking your door when you are home (and when you go somewhere else
too). The genkan is between the outside and inside of the house and will often have decorations
to show an image of the inside of the house. Having a messy genkan might give the impression
that your house is a mess.

Television – テレビ
If you cannot live without TV and have been brought up with a million and one channels to
choose from, be prepared for a shock. There are two sets of channels to choose from:
Public TV
First and foremost, Japan's television is entirely digital now. If you have an old analog TV, don't
wonder why you don't receive any TV channels. The public TV stations vary depending on the
area. SBS TV– Shizuoka Broadcasting Station and the two NHK Stations should reach the
entire prefecture. In some places, that might be the only channels you get. Most channels are
full of variety shows featuring celebrities winning money or food programs (plenty of them) with
people sampling different edible things and exclaiming “oishii!”, or more recently
“umai!!”(surprisingly everything taste great!)
Some programs are broadcast in a bilingual format that allows you to watch foreign shows or
movies in the original language as long as your TV is stereo (and recent enough). By pressing
the 音声切替 (onsei kirikae) button on your remote, you can toggle through languages for the
audio, and the 字幕 (jimaku) button should let you choose subtitles. Some stations also provide
simultaneous English translations of news and sport programs. There bilingual programs
currently represent only a tiny fraction of all television broadcasts. Please note that there is a set
goal for the government to increase this in the next few years so you can look forward to
improvement in the future.
Satellite TV
For the price of a satellite dish, you can get much more English language viewing fun:




BS-1: A great channel, for free (well, sort of free). CNN, ABC, BBC World news, sports
(no commercials), occasional American TV shows and more.
BS-2: Not as good as BS-1. Occasionally runs English films, bilingual Japanese news,
soap operas, etc.
WOWOW: It's like Japanese HBO. You must pay a monthly fee otherwise you receive a
scrambled reception. They air lots of U.S. films, TV shows and sports. Like HBO, they
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periodically offer free service as a promotion.
SKYPERFECT: The holy grail of English Language TV in Japan. Different company than
BS, satellite hard to position but once you get it, voila!! Lots to choose from including BBC
World, CNN, Animal Planet, etc. Payment is done through monthly billing and is based on your
chosen program package.
Payment
Although you receive NHK on public TV with no special hook up, it isn't free. There is also a fee
for BS-TV. On rare occasions, the NHK man may come to your house and ask for a payment.
Be aware that it is the law to pay for the NHK, saying you don't speak Japanese and understand
is no excuse not to pay. People occasionally pretend to speak no Japanese and look at the
payment collection officer like he is an alien from another planet. This sometimes has the effect
of him going away and you won't have to pay. He can be persistent and whip out an English
brochure though and you'll have to pay about ￥2,300 which is equivalent of paying NHK for 1
month. Be aware that this will be kept in their file under your name and act as a contract
between you and NHK. They can use this on future occasion to make you pay.
There is currently no fine for not paying NHK and most people try to get away by saying they
don't have a TV. Sometimes, the officer might also get irritated and rude if you try to refuse
paying. In any case, try to stay calm and be polite. If you say you don't have a television and he
tries to get in your house to check, you can refuse to let him in. Some do try to get in but they
are not allowed to do so under the law.
For more details: http://www.nhk.or.jp/pr/english/receivingfee/index.html
Rentals
DVD rentals are alive and well in Japan and a wide variety of foreign movies can be found (with
Japanese subtitles). Check for this on the box to be sure you're not getting a dubbed only film:
字幕スーパー. Just be careful that if you want to rent a foreign movie where English isn't the first
language, English might well not be available at all, even on Blu-Ray editions. Also, titles can be
confusing as often the Japanese title will bear little to no relation to the original (same goes for
the cover). Assuming you can find something you wish to see, you will need a membership card.
To get one, just take your resident card to the rental desk and complete an application.
メンバーズカードを申し込みしたいですが・・・ （menba-zu kaado o moshikomi shitai desu
ga...)
I would like to apply for a members card but... (I don't know how, could you help me please.)
Region
Japan is Region 2 for it's DVDs, this means that discs bought in the US, Canada (Region 1) or
Australia (Region 4) cannot be played on most players bought in Japan (Europe and South
Africa and Region 2, same as Japan).
Solution 1: Purchase a player that allows you to switch regions. Such machines can be
purchases in Japan for about the same as an ordinary one. Your best bet is to go to a larger
electronics store or to search for a good deal in Akihabara (Tokyo) if you get a chance. With
such machine, you have the option to rent discs locally AND import discs using companies such
as Amazon.com, which is about half the local price for a DVD including shipping.
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Solution 2: Forget it and switch to Blu-Ray. Blu-Ray have a simpler region system. Japan is
region A and that includes all of America (North and South) as well as some East Asian
countries (including Hong Kong). Unfortunately, Australia, all of Africa and Europe are on a
different region here.
Internet streaming
You can stream many foreign TV shows from Japan. Netflix, Hulu and the likes all work but
might need you to set up a VPN to make them believe you are still in a country where the
broadcast is available. Streaming is to be done at your own risk and uploading any material
from Japan is not advisable. Japan has been trying to deal with the streaming of anime and
Japanese dramas and has been putting more efforts in this as of late. While the chance of
getting in trouble with the law is slim, it does still exist.

Neighbors – お隣さん
Neighboors can be your lifeline. They are lifesavers when if comes to stangers showing up at
your door, typhoon trying to walk off with your door, blown fuses, strange letters in your mail box
and basically anything else that goes wrong (and needs to be checked ASAP). It is customary
for the new person to go and introduce themselves to the neighbors and to bring a small gift
(cakes, candies, dish towels, etc. neatly wrapped) and to say Yoroshiku Onegaishimasu (please
take good care of me).
A community fee (kaihi) may be collected each month by the person “elected” for the year. (This
might be collected directly from your rent as “maintenance fee” ask your supervisor if you have
questions and what this entails.) This fee helps to offset repairs, maintenance, etc. Your
apartment, neighborhood or community may have a grounds clean up day. It's just that,
cleaning the parking lot, raking and burning leaves, cutting the grass and other project. It is a
good occasion to get to know people and discover opportunities in your neighborhood as your
school will most likely not know.
About your neighbors... sometimes their “interest” may border on invasion of privacy. They will
know what you are doing, when you are doing it and how loudly you did it! This isn't a malicious
intent. Take it in stride. Neighbors can be an endless source of information and you can develop
some great friendships. But remember the genkan advice to always lock your door.
Wastes disposal – ゴミ
A refuse collection schedule should be available in your building (or your school should
have/provide you with one). If not, ask your landlord or your neighbor (see above section). Each
neighborhood has designated collection days and drop off spots. Rubbish should be separated
(by you) according to the following (some cities are more strict than others and require more
separation).





Burnable material - 燃えるゴミ (moeru gomi)
Paper, food scraps and light plastic (basically everyday rubbish).
Collection is usually 1-2 times every week.
Recyclable/non-burnable – 燃えないゴミ (moenai gomi)
Heavy plastics, cans, glass, batteries and light bulbs. These items should be separated from
each other.
Collection is about once a month (so clean them up to avoid smell/bugs)
Large non-burnable objects – 粗大ゴミ (sodai gomi)
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Electrical appliances, furniture, etc. Collection is about once a month.
Newspaper and magazines.
Can be included with moeru gomi or can be exchanged for tissues/toilet paper with a random
roaming man in a small truck (usually piled high with paper) and an extremely loud speaker
calling : “Maido onajimi no chirigami kokann de gozaimasu!!” Guaranteed to bother you early on
Sunday mornings.
*Alternatively, some neighborhoods have a collection space for them and for cardboard. Make
sure they are clean and attached with string in easy to pick up pile if you dump them there.

Futon – 布団 (futon)
The idea that Japanese futons are trendy wooden frames with cotton mattresses founds at
IKEA is false. In Japan, there are no wooden slats and it's not so trendy anymore. As a matter
of fact, you will soon learn that very few people still sleep on futons, usually the elderly, those
without enough space for a bed or ryokan/dorms/camp sites will have them.





The three golden rules of futons are:
Air them outside. This is easy enough if you work at home and can bring them back
inside before dark or before it starts raining. Most Japanese mothers consider it a daily chore.
Fold up your futons during the day as they absorb a lot of moisture and sweat (hense the airing)
that can cause mold growth on tatami.
Beat them. This keeps them soft and helps reduce stress levels. It also removes any
centipedes that might be hiding there.
Keep them bug free. If bitten in your sleep, assume you have futon bugs. Air them more
often as bugs don't like sunlight. Vacuum them often as it will remove tiny bugs you can't see. If
all fails, toss 'em and buy or borrow new ones.

Bugs -

虫 (mushi)

Bugs are incredible in this country. Spiders may be big enough to play professional baseball,
and the cockroaches can... fly!! (yes, you read that right!). To get rid of them, there are several
methods. One method is the Book Method, which we don't recommend (Pick a big book, drop
on big bug) because you have to clean up the gooey stuff after, and when you have BIG bugs,
there's lots of gooey stuff. Also, the smell after might attract other bugs, even after being
cleaned... (cockroaches also have a separate reason; read below).
Cockroaches – ゴキブリ (gokiburi)
If you try to get them with a book, they'll try to fly away, usually directly into you (no sense of
direction?) There's something very disturbing about a flying cockroach. It is suggested that you
buy a bug-zapping spray at yout local market. Combat (konbatto) comes highly recommended.
Also, cardboard roach-motel traps with a sticky floor and bait ensure that once a cockroach
ckecks in, it will never leave. A popular variety is called Gokiburi Hoi Hoi (Translation: Get out of
here, cockroach!). Check out the insect-killing section at your local supermarket or drug store.





You can also try the remedy below...
500 g housan (boric acid, if you're cooking up roach candy, you don't want to mess
around)
200 g flour
1 cup milk
4 Tbs sugar
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1 Tbs onions
Mix it all together and roll into small balls, like cookies, and put them around your apartment.
The nasty flying cockroaches will be attracted by the smell, take a bite, retreat to their next and
die.
Centipedes – ムカデ (mukade)
The worst of the bunch. These things make gokiburi seem like house flies. They come in a
variety of sizes and colors but the all pack a nasty bite. They tend to reside moslty in the
countryside, and some areas are especially prone to centipedes. They are attracted by humidity
so during the rainy season in early summer and the typhoon season in early autumn, they are
out in numbers. They always go to moist places such as crack in wall, shoes, under pillows,
etc... Always check your shoes before slipping them on, and under your pillow before going to
bed (this writer actually found a dead one under his pillow while cleaning one day...been
checking ever since). Also, watch the ceilings too as many people have been bitten by falling
mukade. Drop boiling hot water on them, they will immediately shrivel up and die, or so the story
goes. Another option, if you can, cut them up with a pair of scissors. Whatever you do, don't
catch one with your bare hands, their bite are very painful. If you get bitten by a big one, it is
suggested to go see a doctor as their bite is venomous enough to cause severe swelling, chills
and even fever, it is unlikely to be fatal though.
Spiders – 蜘蛛 (kumo)
For spiders, the best thing is the vacuum cleaner. These buggers are fast so spray doesn't work
well; you're more likely to kill yourself before the spider. So, just suck'em up with the vacuum!
It's that easy. And you don't have to worry about them escaping the vacuum because the bags
are treated with insecticide designed to kill tatami bugs (for tatami bugs, see the tatami section).
Mosquitoes – 蚊 (ka)
There is a neat little gizmo called Vape that you plug in the wall and it released an odorless
vapor that will take care of even the most horrible mosquito problem. There are also green
mosquito coils – katori senko- that burn and release smoke that keeps mosquitoes away. Both
can be purchased at your local supermarket or drugstore.
If you have a more significant bug problem, there are smoke bombs that will treat most of your
apartment. You will have to get out of the house for a day but it is really effective. These are
about 1000~2000 yen.
Ask your teachers for more advices if you have a REALLY bad bug problem

Tatami – 畳 (tatami)




A tatami room is a traditional Japanese room with straw mats on the floor. It is very easily
damaged and for this reason, you never wear shoes or even slippers in the tatami room. It also
requires constant care, so the following may prove useful.
It's alive underneath! Tatami is absolutely full of bugs. You can buy a spray with a
needle-shaped nozzle that is inserted into the tatami. Spray each mat in 6-8 places once a
month.
It's possible to damp-mop your tatami. Simple vacuuming doesn't get rid of all the dust.
Take a damp cloth and run it over your mats every 2-3 weeks. It makes a big difference
especially for those who suffer from allergies.
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Health
Options for Medical Care
There are four different options for seeking medical care in Japan. The best option to choose
will depend on your health needs and availability in your area.
 Clinics (クリニック / kurinikku) are run by one doctor who focuses on one or two
medical fields. There aren’t many general practitioners in Japan, so you will need to pick
a clinic that specializes in your health issue.
 Medium-sized clinics, or 医院 (iin), are run by several doctors and have several medical
departments.
 Municipal hospitals (市民病院 / shiminbyouin) have a large number of medical
departments and accept appointments by referrals only.
 General hospitals (総合病院 / sougoubyouin) have a large number of medical
departments, some of which offer walk-in hours and others that are referral-only.

Emergencies
If you need to call an ambulance, dial 119 and say: “kyukyusha onegai shimasu. (Your address)
ni kyubyonin ga imasu. (“Please bring an ambulance. We have a medical emergency at ~~).

Finding a Doctor
1) Check your local city guide for clinics and hospitals in your area, talk to senpai JETs for
recommendations, or ask nicely if your colleagues can help you phone around to find a nearby
doctor who is prepared to speak English.
2) For JETs in the Hamamatsu area, check
http://www.city.hamamatsu.shizuoka.jp/hamaeng/03health/index.html for a list of local hospitals.
For JETs in the Shizuoka City area, go to http://www.samenet.jp/english/life/m_list.html for a
detailed list of clinics and hospitals with doctors that speak English or other languages.
3) Go to http://japanhealthinfo.com/ and use their free email service that locates English
speaking doctors in your area to match your medical needs. For an added fee they can also call
the doctor’s office and schedule an appointment for you.

Procedure
Most clinics do not have appointment systems and accept patients on a first-come, first-serve
basis during consultation hours. Hospital departments that accept patients without referrals
usually hold walk-in hours during the mornings only. It’s best to call the clinic or hospital ahead
of time to confirm the hours you can visit and if appointments are necessary.
When you arrive at the clinic/hospital, they will ask if it is your first visit (hajimetedesuka?). If so,
you will be asked to fill out an application form (shinsatsu moshikomisho) and give it to the
receptionist along with your insurance card.
A patient’s card (shinsatsu ken) will be made for you as a form of ID at the clinic/hospital. Don’t
forget to bring it along with you on subsequent visits.
If you are in a hospital, you will then be directed to the appropriate department. Wait for your
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name to be called. Refer to the “Medical Lingo” section below for useful Japanese phrases if
you are not able to consult with an English-speaking doctor.
After finishing your consultation at a clinic, wait in the reception area until your name is called
and go to the counter to pay. It’s not uncommon in Japan to receive your prescribed medicine at
the clinic if it has its own pharmacy. Otherwise, you will be given a prescription to fill out at a
local pharmacy.
If you are at a hospital, you will need to go to the general cashier counter after finishing up at
your specific department. Hand the cashier your patient card and forms, then wait for your name
to be called to receive your bill. There will usually be special payment machines in which you
insert your bill and pay via cash or credit.

Insurance
The number of different insurances that JETs are covered under can be confusing, so here is a
quick breakdown. First of all, you will receive a health insurance card from your workplace
shortly after you arrive. This is your Social Health Insurance. This enables you to be covered
for 70% of your medical expenses while you pay the remaining 30%. Make sure to present this
card whenever you visit a clinic or hospital. Preventative medicine, pregnancy-related health
care, and unnecessary eye exams and dental check-ups or cleaning are usually not covered
under the Social Health Insurance.
If you incur large medical expenses even after using your Social Health Insurance, you may be
eligible to make a claim using the JET Programme Accident Insurance. If your claim is
approved, you be reimbursed for the remaining 30% of your medical costs minus a 5,000 yen
deductible. To make a claim, you will need to request for the supervisor at your BOE to contact
the insurance company within 30 days of the injury or onset of the illness. Please note that
exclusions for pre-existing conditions and other restrictions apply. For more information, see the
“JET Programme Accident Insurance Policy Guide” that is available on the JET Programme
website.
For injuries sustained while on the job or commuting to work, you will be required to use your
coverage under the Workers’ Accident Compensation Insurance System. Please talk to
your workplace about this if necessary.

Calling in Sick
If you become ill and must be absent from work, you should inform your workplace as soon as
possible. Below is a sample conversation you can use:
Moshi moshi, ---- desu.
Kaze ga hidokute ikemasen.
Atama ga itakute ikemasen.
Onaka ga itakute ikemasen.






Hello, this is ---I’ve caught a bad cold and can’t go to work.
I have a bad headache and can’t go to work.
I have a stomach ache and can’t go to work.

Check your contract and talk with your supervisor in advance regarding procedures for taking
sick leave (byokyu). Please keep in mind that Japanese teachers typically use paid leave
(nenkyu) when taking off work due to a common cold or fever, and that sick leave is rarely used
except in the case of serious illnesses and injuries. While JETs are entitled to use sick leave,
please use your good judgment to determine whether it’s appropriate to make a request for it.
You may be asked to provide a doctor’s certificate (shindansho) for approval. The cost varies by
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clinic/hospital but is usually between ¥3,000 and ¥5,000. You are responsible for paying this,
but can ask for the cost to be reimbursed if you submit a claim for your medical bills with the
JET Programme Accident Insurance.

Helpful Medical Lingo
Medical departments
な い か

が ん か

げ

けいせいげ

内科 (naika) - internal medicine
か

外科 (geka) - surgery

眼科 (ganka) - Ophthalmology
か

形成外科 (keiseigeka) - Plastic surgery

じゅんかんき か

し

こきゅうき か

じ び い ん こ う か

せいけ い げ か

しんけいな い か

しょうかき か

のうしんけいげ

こうもん か

せいしんか

循環器科 (jyunkankika) - cardiology
呼吸器科 (kokyuukika) - Respiratory
medicine
整形外科 (seikeigeka) - Orthopedic
消化器科 (shoukakika) - Gastroenterology
(stomach, liver, digestion)
肛門科 (koumonka) - Proctology (rectum,
anus)
ひにょうき か

泌尿器科 (hinyoukika) - Urology (kidneys)
ほうしゃせん か

か

歯科 (shika) - Dentistry
耳鼻咽喉科 (jibi-inkouka) – Otolaryngology
(ears, nose, throat, mouth, for colds)
神経内科 (shinkeinaika) - Neurology
か

脳神経外科 (noushinkeigeka) Neurosurgery
精神科 (seishinka) - Psychiatry
ひ

ふ

か

皮膚科 (hifuka) - Dermatology
ま す い か

麻酔科 (masuika) - Anesthesiology

放射線科 (houshasenka) - Radiology
しょうにか

小児科 (shounika) - Pediatrics
For Ladies
さんふ じ ん か

産婦人科 (sanfujinka) - Gynecology
げっけい

せ い り

月経 (gekkei) , 生理 (seiri) - period,
menstruation
ナプキン (napukin) - pads
タンポン (tanpon) – tampons

きんきゅうひ に んやく

緊 急避妊薬 (kinkyuuhinin) – emergency
contraceptives
ひ に ん

避妊リング (hininringu) - IUD
りゅうざんしゅじゅつ

流 産手 術 (ryuuzanshujyutsu) - abortion

けいこうひ に んやく

経口避妊薬 (keikouhininyaku) – oral
contraceptives
Important words to know:
保険証・保険会社 – (hokensho/hokengaisha) – Insurance card/Insurance company
身分証明書・証明書 (mibunshoumeisho/shoumeisho) – Identification
When visiting the doctor...
頭 (atama) - head
口・唇 (kuchi/kuchibiru) – mouth/lips
目 (me) - eyes
鼻 (hana) - nose
耳 (mimi) - ears
首 (kubi) - neck

Other phrases
熱があります。 (netsu ga arimasu) – I have
a fever.
アレルギーあります。 (arerugi- arimasu) –
I have allergies)
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肩 (kata) - shoulder
ひ (じ (hiji) - elbow
腕 (ude) - arm
手 (te) – hand
指 (yubi) - finger
背中 (senaka) – back (excluding lower
back)
胸 (mune) - chest
おなか (onaka) - stomach
おしり (oshiri) - butt
腰 (koshi) – hip (including lower back)
膝 (hiza) - knee
ふくらはぎ (fukurahagi) - calf
太もも (futomomo) - thigh
足 (ashi) – foot

アレルギーがありますか。 (arerugiarimasu ka) - Do you have any allergies/Do
you have any medicines you are allergic to?

が痛いです。 (ga itai desu) - My ~ ~ ~ ~
hurts

血が出ています。 (chi ga deteimasu) - I
am bleeding.

風邪です。 (kaze desu) - I have a fever.
咳が出ます。 (seki ga demasu) – I have a
cough.
鼻水 (hanamizu) – snot
よく眠れないです。 (yoku nemurenai desu)
– I can't sleep well.
救急車呼んでください！ (kyukyusha
yondekudasai!) - Please call an ambulance!

のほねをおりました。 (no hone wo
orimashita) - My ~ ~ ~ ~ bone is broken.

Thanks to Andrea Chang, Tommy Louk, and Steve Gilks for their contributions to this section.
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Travel
In Shizuoka
Trains - 電車
The JR (Japan Rail) Tokaido Line, the main train line between Tokyo and Osaka, passes right
through the heart of Shizuoka. There are also a number of private train lines that run within
larger cities and connect to the Tokaido Line at various points.
Regular Train Tickets
Train tickets are available from vending machines and ticket windows at local stations. You can
also purchase them at travel agencies. When buying a ticket at a station’s ticket vending
machine, the prices are written on a map above the vending machines next to the station name
(normally in kanji). If you can’t find the station you want, you can purchase the cheapest ticket
and pay the difference at your destination. Tickets are always collected when you exit the
station’s ticket gates (or as soon as you exit the train itself), so be careful not to lose them!
Occasionally, inspectors will check tickets on the train, though this is rare on regular trains. If
you would like the train schedule, please look at www.hyperdia.com. (Note: this site is not
updated if the train schedules are changed due to weather or accidents)
If you can’t read the kanji for your destination (and therefore don’t know your fare), or you plan
to go further than the map above the vending machine indicates, ask for help at the ticket
window:
(destination) made onegai shimasu – I’d like a ticket to (destination), please.
Discount Train Tickets
・回数券 (kaisuuken): This multiple ticket booklet is useful if you commute on the same route 23 times a week. It is a set of 11 tickets for the price of 10, or 35 for 30. Valid for 3 months, you
can also share these with other people. Available at major stations.
・Suica/Toica Card: This is a prepaid JR IC card that you can use to “tap” through the ticket
gates at stations. Tapping again at your destination deducts the appropriate fare from the
balance on your card. Purchasing the card requires a ¥500 deposit (which can be claimed back
if you return your card). The cards can be topped up at most ticket machines with amounts
starting at ¥1,000. These cards can also be used to purchase drinks or snacks at vending
machines inside and around stations; some convenience and retail stores also accept payment
via this card.
・定期券 (teikiken): A commuter pass. Can be purchased at ticket counters in 1-, 3-, and 6month increments for unlimited travel between two destinations within the ticket validity period.
This is particularly useful for commutes if your schools are accessible via train and don’t have
much daily variety. This type of ticket is available on the JR lines and some local lines. The JR
commuter passes are available in paper ticket form, but can also be put on a Toica/Suica IC
card (Toica/Suica IC cards with a commuter pass can also be used normally as a Toica/Suica
card as well).
・Discount ticket shops: Especially in larger cities, there are often shops which sell secondhand tickets. They stock a variety of ticket types, but it is particularly useful for riding the
shinkansen (see below).
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Shinkansen - 新幹線
The shinkansen bullet train is affectionately called “the Shink” in these parts. Much faster than
local trains, they feature comfortable reclining seats and non-smoking cars. They are expensive,
but worth it. Cars at either end are usually less crowded. There are also Green Cars, which are
nicer and more expensive.
You can buy shinkansen tickets at any JR station at the vending machines or ticket windows.
Larger cities will have ticket centers that may have discounted tickets. The two types of tickets
are:
自由席 (Free Seating): Regular tickets for open seating.
指定席 (Reserved Seating): These tickets cost an extra ¥500.
There are 3 varieties of shinkansen trains:
 Kodama – A regular train that stops at every shinkansen station.
 Hikari – An express train that makes limited stops. You can ride either the Kodama or
Hikari with a normal shinkansen ticket.
 Nozomi – A super express train that does not stop within Shizuoka Prefecture. You must
pay an additional fee to ride the Nozomi.
Other Means of Transport
Bus – バス
Buses are a convenient and easy way to get around. To ride the bus, wait at a bus stop and
wave to the driver to signal for him to stop. Board through the rear/side door and take a ticket
from the ticket machine. When you get off, check your fare on the fare board at the front of the
bus (fares are listed by ticket number) and then place exact change and the ticket in the
machine beside the driver.
If you don’t have exact change, there is a change machine below the fare machine.
Some cities have handy bus cards, so be sure to check with your supervisor to see if you can
get one.
Bicycle – 自転車
Bicycles are the most convenient and cheapest way to get around your town. A note about
security: most bicycle locks in Japan are attached to the rear fork of the bike. You secure the
bike by pushing a pole through the spokes. These locks are convenient, but be sure not to
forget to take the key out of the bike with you! Other types of locks can be found at bike shops
and even at ¥100 stores.
To purchase a bicycle, go to your local bike shop. A standard bike with a basket and zero (or a
few) speeds will cost about ¥10,000 – ¥15,000 new. You can also look for used bicycles.
People often sell their bikes around late spring and early summer since people returning home
want to dump as much of their stuff as possible.
Bicycle Safety
As a general rule, motorists here are not used to aggressive cyclists, especially those who
assume that they will be treated as a car. Drivers do not expect and therefore do not watch for
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cyclists jumping on and off curbs or cutting through traffic. Believe it or not, there are some
regulations that apply to cyclists too!
















Bicycles should keep to the far left of the road, unless there is some obstacle, such as
construction. If there is a designated bicycle lane, bicycles must use it. Also at
intersections, if there is a special lane for bicycles, it must be used. On pedestrian-only
crossings, get off the bike and push it across.
Bicycles should use the road whenever possible. Biking on the sidewalk is allowed
when the sidewalk is clearly marked with shared cycling and pedestrian signage.
Always give way to pedestrians.
Bicycles are allowed to the left side of a single solid white line on the shoulder.
However, if there are two parallel white lines, these spaces are for pedestrians only.
Helmets are not only for kids. Many experienced cyclists wear them. Additionally,
visibility on narrow roads or around corners is often very limited here so lights are a very
good idea. They may not be strong enough for you to see everything in your path but
they will make you visible to other vehicles.
Use hand signals to indicate turns and stopping prepares cars and other bicyclists for what
you are going to do. It is surprises that cause accidents.
If you do have an accident you are supposed to report it to the police immediately and
exchange license and telephone information with the other people involved. In Japan
apologizing after an accident is considered common courtesy, not an admission of fault,
and will probably make solving things go more smoothly.
All bicycles should be registered with the police and should have a sticker with your name
and address on it. You can register your bicycle at most bike shops for a nominal fee
(approximately ¥500). You should also have a strong lock. While bike theft does occur,
bikes are usually only stolen to get from point A to point B and the possibility of it being
found is very high. Registering your bike facilitates this process.
Only park your bicycle in designated areas. Even though you will see bikes strewn all over
the place, every now and then a flat bed truck comes around to pick up all illegally-placed
bikes. Please pay attention to where you park. If your bike is collected, you may receive
a slip in the mail informing you (in Japanese) about where to pick up your bike and how
much money is required to “release” your bike.
Riding with an umbrella in you hand is not only dangerous but is also illegal. Riding while
listening to music on a portable player and talking or typing a text message into a mobile phone
is also illegal.
Lastly, the maximum acceptable alcohol blood rate for bicyclists is ZERO (just like it is
for drivers).

Domestic
This is always easy to do and there are always places to stay including other ALT’s houses,
youth hostels, and love hotels. Although convenient, it can be expensive.
Tourist Information
Japan National Tourist Organisation (http://www.jnto.go.jp/eng/)
There are two main offices in Tokyo and Kyoto, and both have volumes of English pamphlets
with maps, travel hints, etc. You can go there in person or request information over the phone.
Phone numbers and more information are available on the website linked above. When calling, you
should have a particular region or city in mind.
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Travel Magazines / Books
If you or someone you will be traveling with can read Japanese, head to a bookstore to pick up
a travel magazine (approximately ¥800) for your destination to see how what areas,
restaurants, and experiences are recommended. Mapple (マップル) and Rurubu (るるぶ) are
both highly recommended publishers.
Flight Information
Almost all domestic flights departing from and arriving in Tokyo use the Tokyo International Airport
at Haneda. All the major domestic airlines have basically the same fare system. Discount tickets
are possible, such as round trip tickets, female groups, multiple tickets for the same route, etc.
Keep in mind that the airlines compete with the shinkansen on many routes. Often airfares are
only slightly higher than train tickets. On the other hand, for certain routes, it may be faster in the
end of use the shinkansen.
For specific information please call:
JAL Japan Airlines (03) 5289-2111
ANA All Nippon Airways (03) 5489-8800
Train Information
There are numerous railway companies throughout Japan, making train travel the most
convenient form of transportation in Japan. The biggest company is the Japan Rail (JR) group.
For English information about schedules, fares, and discount tickets, call:
JR East Information Line (050) 2016-1603
Hours of operation: 10:00 am to 6:00 pm, every day of the year excepting year-end/new year
holidays.
Helpful Mobile Apps
Most people use one of the following mobile apps to help plan trips and check schedules and
fares on the go.
Hyperdia
(http://www.hyperdia.com/ iPhone/Android app also available)
Available in English and Japanese. Information on train routes and schedules, both JR and
private. Be aware that it does not have live updates on delays or cancellations caused by
weather or accidents.
Jorudan
(http://www.jorudan.co.jp/english/ iPhone/Android app also available)
Similar to Hyperdia, available in English and Japanese. Try out both and see which one you
prefer.
Discount Train Tickets
Unfortunately, we can’t use Japan Rail Passes while residing in Japan. There are,
however, some discounts available. Check with a travel agent. Discounted tickets can also be
purchased at second-hand ticket shops, such as How Much, which are often located near train
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stations in larger cities. Some of the more popular tickets are:
Seishun 18 Kippu (Youth 18 Ticket) – They are sold during school holidays in winter, spring,
and summer. One ticket allows for five days of unlimited travel sold for ¥11,500. The ticket is stamped each
time it is used, allowing for 24 hours (from midnight to midnight) of unlimited travel on JR lines (nonreserved regular lines and some express, not valid on shinkansen, sleeper trains, or limited
express trains). You can use all the tickets yourself or share them with others—sharing requires
using another stamp on the ticket—but you must be riding the same train at the same time. It’s
possible to go from Shizuoka to Kyushu or the northern tip of Honshu in one day on one ticket.
Free Kippu – The name is a little deceiving, as the ticket itself isn’t free. It’s basically a one
day rail pass allowing unlimited (‘free’) access to subway and JR lines in major cities like Tokyo,
costing considerably less than individual tickets. These can be bought at various stations in
Tokyo, Osaka, etc.
Shuuyuu-ken (Excursion Ticket) – An excursion is a good idea if you want a cheap round trip
ticket to a particular spot in Japan. They are usually valid for 7 days, allowing you to ride the
train (limited-express okay, shinkansen excluded) anywhere on your destination and back. This
includes stopovers, but no backtracking. For example, a round trip ticket to the Kansai area
(Shizuoka City to Kyoto) is about ¥12,400. The shinkansen is an additional \4,000 each way.
Puratto Kodama
This is a shinkansen ticket for the Kodama sold at JR Tours offices or JTB travel agencies. It is
cheaper than buying a ticket at the machines or even at a cheap-ticket stores. You also get a
free drink with the ticket! You have to make reservations by the day before, and as the ticket is a
reserved seat, you have to be sure about your plans.
The following are a few common fares, but other origin/destination combinations can be
booked:
・Shizuoka ⇔ Tokyo/Shinagawa
¥4,600
・Hamamatsu ⇔ Tokyo/Shinagawa ¥6,500
・Shizuoka ⇔ Nagoya
¥4,600
・Hamamatsu ⇔ Nagoya
¥3,600
Highway Bus Information
Another option for affordable domestic travel is the highway bus. They tend to take about the
same amount of time as trains, but are often slightly cheaper. Traffic can sometimes be an
issue, however, if you are on a tight schedule. Overnight buses to more distant locations may
also be worth considering.
Numerous companies run highway buses, including divisions of the JR company. Bus tickets
can be bought at ticketing counters in larger cities (such as those in front of the North Exit of
JR Shizuoka Station and in the Shin-Shizuoka/Cenova Bus Terminal), and can also be
reserved online. In the case of ordering online, tickets can be paid for and picked up at
convenience stores or sometimes at ticketing machines or counters in bus terminals.
Keep in mind that there are a variety of discounts available for bus tickets. Frequently,
discounts are available for advance booking starting at least one week ahead of time, though
deeper discounts when booked further in advance may be possible depending on the route.
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Booking online (rather than buying at a bus terminal ticketing counter) also often nets a
discount.
Here are a few helpful sites for booking highway bus trips. (Unfortunately, most sites offer little
to no English-language support, so you may need to ask someone who understands Japanese
to help you.)
Shizutetsu-Justline Highway Bus (http://www.justline.co.jp/kousoku/) - Primarily for information
on bus routes originating/terminating in Shizuoka City, Sagara, and Shizuoka Airport.
JR Tokai Highway Bus (http://www.jrtbinm.co.jp/) - Primarily for information on bus routes
originating/terminating in Shizuoka City, Hamamatsu, or Nagoya.
JR Kanto Highway Bus (http://www.jrbuskanto.co.jp/) - Primarily for information on bus routes
originating/terminating in Tokyo, Yokohama, Chiba, or other major cities in the Kanto area.
JR Nishi Highway Bus (http://www.nishinihonjrbus.co.jp/) - Primarily for information on bus
routes originating/terminating in Kyoto, Osaka, and other major cities in western Japan.
KousokuBus.net (http://www.kousokubus.net/PC/index.aspx) - Used for booking a variety of
highway bus lines (including Shizutetsu and JR) throughout the country.

International
Japan is a great gateway from which to explore the rest of Asia. You will also find that it is often
cheaper to visit other Asian countries than it is to travel around Japan. JETs from Shizuoka
have been everywhere, including China, South Korea, Russia, Hong Kong, Thailand, Cambodia,
Vietnam, Malaysia, the Philippines, Indonesia, Palau, India, Nepal, and Hawai‘i.
Re-entry Permits
Japan’s re-entry permit system was recently changed. So long as you have a valid passport and
residence card and you will reenter Japan within 1 year of your departure, you will not need to
present a re-entry permit.
When you leave Japan, make sure to check the “Departure with Special Re-entry Permission”
box on the Embarkation Card for Reentrant (再入国出国記録, sainyuukoku shukkoku kiroku)
that will be available at the airport.
For more detailed information, please check the following link:
www.immi-moj.go.jp/newimmiact_1/en/point~3-4.html
Travel Agents
Below are some tried-and-true travel agents. They each have at least one staff member who
speaks English. Be sure to call around and compare prices when planning a trip.
・Kotobuku Travel Services 054-281-0393
・No. 1 Travel 03-6870-6418
・STA Travel 03-5391-2922
Narita Airport
There are several ways to get to the Tokyo International Airport at Narita.
・The Narita Express runs from Tokyo Station to Narita Airport in about 53 minutes. It costs
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about ¥3,000. You can buy or reserve a seat at any JR counter or from a travel agent.
・The Keisei Skyliner runs from Ueno Station to Narita in about 1 hour. It costs ¥1,240. To
reach the Skyliner, exit Ueno Station and walk about 5 minutes to the adjacent Keisei Station or
catch it at Nippori Station.
・There is also a limited express tokkyu (特急) train that runs the same route as the Keisei
Skyliner. Tickets are ¥1,000 and the train ride is only slightly longer than the Skyliner.
・There is a Limousine Bus that runs from the Tokyo City Air Terminal to the airport. It takes
about 60-90 minutes depending on traffic and costs ¥3,000. Additional information can be
viewed at the following link: https://www.limousinebus.co.jp/en/.
・Although it may be included in the price of your ticket, don’t forget ¥2,000 for the departure
tax.
Shipping your luggage
If you have a large suitcase and you don’t want to lug it all the way to Narita Airport, then one
option is to ship it there. A respectable courier service is Kuroneko Yamato. If you see a store
with a sign that has a black cat (kuroneko) with a yellow circle around it, then that store handles
luggage shipping.
Make sure you ship your suitcase two to three days before you leave Japan to allow plenty of
time for your luggage to arrive at Narita. They will ask you for your flight number, departure
date, and departure time, so don’t forget to take your itinerary with you! The pick up counter is
within the same area as the check-in counters on the departure floor.
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Getting a Japanese Driver’s License
Driver's License (for JETs who don't have to take the driver's test)
If you meet certain requirements, you may be eligible to obtain a Japanese driver’s license with
simplified testing procedures. (You'll be considered a new driver in Japan even if you have been
driving over 10 years in your home country; there is no avoiding that)
The procedure involves submitting certain documents (listed below) to determine your eligibility.
Once they are approved, there will be a vision and (usually) a color recognition check.
Eligibility Requirements:
 Have a valid foreign driver’s license from any of the following 24 countries/places:
Austria, Australia, Belgium, Canada, Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland, France,
Germany, Greece, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Luxemburg, Netherlands, New Zealand,
Norway, Portugal, South Korea, Switzerland, Sweden, Spain, Taiwan, United Kingdom
 Have lived in the country that issued the license for at least three months after the license
was issued
 At least 18 years of age
 Have a valid visa to stay in Japan
 Be registered as a foreign resident at your local city, town, or ward office
Documents required:
 Valid foreign driver’s license – and previous licenses, if you have them; if the license
does not show the date of issue, or if the license was recently renewed, it may be
necessary to submit additional documentation
 Japanese translation of foreign license– available from the Japan Automobile Federation
(JAF) エラー! ハイパーリンクの参照に誤りがあります。 or (sometimes) at the embassy or
consulate of the issuing country in Japan
 Residence card – card must be up-to-date with all current passport, visa, and address
information
 Passport – and any expired passports; the passport is required to prove that you were in
the country that issued your license for at least three months after you obtained your
license
 Photo – one photo, 3 x 2.4 cm; must be taken within the last six months
 Previous Japanese license (if you have one)
Examination Process
 Inspection of documents
 Eye test
After your documents are approved and you have passed the eye test, your license will be
issued to you.
Note 1: From start to finish, calculate at least 2 weeks to get everything done. The translation of
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your current license in itself might take a few days to get. Count extra time as well if you have
any missing documents.
Note 2: If everything is in order and you have all the documents needed, it's possible to get
everything done in a few hours. After the eye test, they might ask you to come back in a few
hours to get your license so be sure to get there early otherwise it'll be on the next day only.

Driver's License (for JETs who have to take the driver's test)
*This guide is intended for people from the United States, Jamaica, South America, China, and
South Korea. If you’re from one of these countries, you will have to take a driving test; everyone
else only needs to take an eye test and written test*
General Advice
Start this process as early as possible. When you go to your local police station to make an
appointment for the test, there is a chance you won’t get anything soon.
A. Get your license translated
You can get a translation of your home country’s license done by the Japan Automobile
Federation. You can either go to the JAF branch office in Shizuoka (6-4-8 Magarikane, Surugaku, Shizuoka-shi) or mail it to them. Obviously, the first option is much quicker. For more
information, please check the following link:
http://www.jaf.or.jp/inter/translation/index_e.htm
If you choose the mailing option:
It will take about one to two weeks for the JAF to mail a translation of your license to you. You
will need to send in an application form, which can be found at the above link.
Include a color photocopy of your home country license and gaijin/zairyuu card (both front and
back). The translation fee is ¥3,000, and return postage costs ¥392. This should be included
with your mailed application.
B. Get all your necessary materials together
You will need the following documents:
o Gaijin/zairyuu card
o Current passport
o All past passports you have
o Your driver’s license from your home country
o Driver’s license translation
o Resident certificate from your town hall (juuminhyou)
o 1 photograph (3cm×2.4cm), taken within the last 6 months, hatless, no
background, head and shoulders only
C. Make an appointment for the test at a police station
For this step, going with your supervisor or someone who can speak Japanese is highly
recommended. Go to your local police station to schedule your appointment for the driver’s test
at one of the regional testing centers (Numazu, Shizuoka, Hamamatsu). Keep in mind that if you
are in a small town, your police box might not have the proper forms to schedule the
appointment.
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At the police station, they will review your documents to make sure you have everything you
need. You will have to fill out some forms. At the end, they will give you a folder with a date for
your test labeled on the outside with all your materials (passport, etc.) inside the folder.
D. Start studying
Here are some very helpful guides:
http://www.globalcompassion.com/driving.htm
http://www.supermelf.com/japan/ajetdrivingbook/chap5.html
E. Test day (general information)
Make sure to bring all your materials, including all the same forms and documents you needed
at the police station (passports, license translation, etc.). Dressing nicely is also recommended.
Bring at least ¥10,000 just to be safe, including some money for lunch.
Try to arrive at the test center about one hour early. Be sure to check the local bus routes and
timetables in advance to make sure you don’t get lost or end up late. You’ll spend most of your
day at the testing center, so bringing something to pass the time (an MP3 player, books, etc.) is
recommended.
F. Test day (registration)
Upon arriving at the test center, show an employee the folder with your appointment information
on it and you will be directed to a payment window. Here you will have to pay a processing fee
(around ¥2,400). You may also have to pay a rental fee (around ¥1,100) for the car you’ll use
during the driving test. Next, you will be sent to another window where they will take the
application form and all your documents. Get ready for a long wait.
G. Eye test & written test
EYE TEST
When they finally call your name, you will be led to another area where they will do the eye test.
You look into a box and a “C” will be lit up. You need to say (in Japanese) which way the “C” is
facing: migi (right), hidari (left), ue (up), or shita (down). Then, they will ask you to identify some
colored lights (also in Japanese): ao (blue), aka (red), etc.
WRITING TEST
This test is really just common sense. There are 10 questions (in English). A score of 7 is
required to pass. Each question has a picture and a statement. You have to write an “O” if the
statement is correct and an “X” if the statement is incorrect. Just study the road signs in the
back of the “Useful Information for JETs” handbook (pages 69-73) and use common sense. If
you pass the written test, the tester will give you a map of the driving course and tell you what
time you can walk around the course to check the route as well as the time for your driving test.
H. Walking the course
You will have about 50 minutes to walk around the course. The course will be empty and you
can just follow the route you will have to drive. Take this opportunity to check out things like the
dimensions of the lanes and the width of the S-curve and Clank portions of the test. You should
try your best to memorize your route. The tester will probably remind you where you have to
turn during the test, but it’s best to have the route memorized so you can focus on your checks
and driving properly.
I. Taking the driving test
For a detailed overview of the driving test, please consult the links in Section D.
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Japan’s driving test is considered very difficult. Many foreigners fail the first time because it is
quite different from their home country’s test. In general, you can make a few small mistakes
and still pass, but there are numerous mistakes that result in an automatic fail (for example,
forgetting to use your turn signal or not stopping for a full 3 seconds at stop signs).
Reading discussions about the driving test and talking to friends who have taken it are definitely
the best ways to prepare yourself.
J. Passing or failing
You should have a pretty good idea of whether or not you passed when you get out of the car. If
the tester starts making casual talk with you, take that as a good sign. Also, if the tester did not
write much down while you were driving, you probably passed.
All the test takers will go back into the building and wait while their forms are checked. You will
all be called up individually and told if you passed or failed.
If you fail, they will tell you the mistakes you made (in Japanese). After that, you will be able to
schedule another appointment for your re-test. Don’t be discouraged if you don’t pass the first or
second time; it really is a difficult test.
If you pass, you will get your form back and then need to go to a payment window in order to
pay the license fee (around ¥1,750). They will put more stamps on your form then send you
back to the other window. They will take the form back and tell you to wait. They will call you
when they’re ready and give you a sheet with your information on it (name, birthday) and ask
you to check it for errors. Then they will take your picture and give you your license. Go home
and celebrate.
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Japanese Learning Resources
The following is a list of textbooks, workbooks and drill books that may be beneficial in
learning Japanese.
Genki I and II: An Integrated Course in Elementary Japanese
Eri Banno, Yoko Ikeda and Yutaka Ohno (Textbooks and Workbooks)
The Genki series are textbooks suited for beginner/intermediate learners. Examples are good
and relevant to young adults/college learners.
Kanji in Context Reference Book and Workbooks I and II
Japan Times (2013)
Like a Kanji dictionary, Kanji in context is a Kanji reference guide for intermediate kanji learners
with Kanji sorted by most relevant vocabulary. The workbooks the test these Kanji/vocabulary
through contextual sentences so their meaning can be better understood.
Japanese for Busy People
Iwami, Miyazaki & Nagai, Association for Japanese Language Teaching (1994)
Well paced, with good graphics and layout. Occasionally, explanations leave you hanging, but
the dialogues are good. Volume 1 is a bit shallow. Volumes 2 & 3 make up for it.
Workbooks and tapes are available.
250 Essential Kanji for Everyday Use
University of Tokyo, Tuttle Language Library (1993)
Teaches many essential kanji and is easy to use, although geared toward university students
living in Tokyo.
Japanese Grammar & Communication Strategies
Senko Maynard, Japan Times (1993)
Don’t be put off by the title. This book is brilliant and covers everything. Easy to use, interesting,
and contains exercises you can do, although the English used can get a little technical at times.
New Japanese-English Character Dictionary
Jack Halpern, Kenkyusha (1991)
An easy way to look up kanji.
Sanseido’s New Concise Japanese-English Dictionary
A blue book in a tan box. Handy size, all in Roman, includes many definitions. Great for when
you first arrive in Japan and don’t know kana yet.
Kana Can Be Easy
A cutesy but effective way to remember hiragana and katakana. The kana is memorized
through pictorial association.
Learn Japanese: New College Text
John Young & Kimiko Nakajima-Okana, University of Hawaii Press.
Four Volumes for $18.50 each. Suitable for raw beginners through advanced intermediates.
An Introduction to Modern Japanese
Osamu Mizutani & Noboko Mizutani, Japan Times
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Suitable for ambitious students. Fast-paced with grammar explanations that are often too brief.
Tends to be too fast for the ordinary student. However, its natural presentation style and clearly
native Japanese origin make it an extremely worthwhile book. Although it may leave you
confused with its brevity and blasting speed as a primary text, it can be used to great effect as a
supplemental resource to Learn Japanese.
24 Tasks for Basic Modern Japanese
Fujiko Motohashi & Satako Hayashi, Japan Times, Two Volumes.
Supplemental drill exercise text to Modern Japanese. Primarily encourages speaking and
listening practice.
Basic Kanji Book
Chieko Kano, Yuri Shimizu, Hiroko Takenaka & E. Ishi, Bonjinsha Co, Ltd., Two Volumes.
Good as a primary text for the gradual approach to learning kanji. 500 total kanji by the end of
Volume 2. Books feature chapters of about 10 kanji each, followed by writing, reading, and
comprehension exercises. Lessons are sequential with previous kanji learned built into
succeeding exercises. This can also be an excellent supplemental resource for review for
serious students.
A Guide to Remembering Japanese Characters
Kenneth G Henshall, Tuttle Language Library, One Volume
Explains the origins and meanings of more than 2,000 kanji. Offers some interesting
perspectives on characters, and tips for memorizing them. For the gradual learner, this book is
useful to help stir your interest in the characters.
Chinese-Japanese Character Cards
Naoe Naganuma, Japan Publications Trading Company, three boxes of 500 cards
Each flash card gives a clear, thorough, and full explanation of each character. It also offers three useful
compounds for each character. Their portable size makes them a sure winner. These cards offer more
detail than the average student might care to absorb. However, the cards appear to be a very usable
resource. Box one contains 100 most often-used kanji.
Essential Kanji
P.G. O’Neill, Weatherfill, One Volume.
A list of 2,000 basic kanji characters systematically arranged and easily indexed. Excellent as a
handy desktop reference to look up a character by strokes. Some people buy it for learning the
characters, but many of its character definitions are somewhat shallow. Best as a secondary
backup resource.
Dictionaries
Canon WordTank Series
Electronic dictionaries. Newer versions are available. These machines are designed for use by
Japanese consumers. However, they are set up in a way so that learners of Japanese can use it
very effectively. It has three main dictionaries built in: Japanese to English, kanji where you can
search by reading, stroke count, or radical, and an English to Japanese dictionary. This is one of
the only tools aside from the Nelson’s Character Dictionary to look up kanji by appearance.
Furthermore, upon identifying the kanji, looking up compounds is quite simple. It has a total of
around 100,000 words in it.
Kenkyusha’s New Pocket Japanese-English Dictionary
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K Matsuda, Kenkyusha.
For the serious student. This compound dictionary is by far and away the portable JapaneseEnglish dictionary of choice. Its romaji entries help you find words quickly in the heat of
conversations, while its descriptions of kanji are natural and easily referenced.
Kenkyusha’s Furigana English-Japanese Dictionary
Kenkyusha.
Appropriate for the serious student, this is the only dictionary available that lets you read the
kanji entries in the English-Japanese definitions. It is somewhat portable. The main drawback of
this dictionary is that it rarely includes context examples of words. It usually just lists Japanese
words that relate to an English word. Without examples, it is quite difficult to understand the
context of certain words. The main benefit of this dictionary is that it is great for looking up not
only kanji, but kanji pronunciations as well.
Japanese-English Character Dictionary
Andrew Nelson, Tuttle Language Laboratory, One Volume.
The “anchor” in terms of looking up pesky kanji combinations. A great reference book, even if
you only use it occasionally.
Electronic Resources
Anki
This is an electronic flashcard program. Decks can be made or downloaded for a database.
Plug-ins are available for automatically adding furigana, Japanese example sentences etc.
There is also a android app which is free and a IOS app which is good but pricey.
Rikaikun
This is a plug-in for Firefox and Chrome browsers. The plug-in allows the user to highlight
Japanese text on a webpage for a display of the dictionary definition. This is very handy for
deciphering web pages and learning many vocabulary used online.
Weblio
www.ejje.weblio.jp
Weblio is a free online Japanese/English dictionary. It has very good example sentences, but
the website is in Japanese.
Jisho
www.jisho.org
Jisho is another free online Japanese/English dictionary, but this one has been made for
English users. Has good example sentences but not quite as many as Weblio.
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Life as an ALT
In the Classroom
The Japanese classroom is often very structured and formal. There is a certain order of doing
things which transgresses over every activity in the students’ daily school life.
Students usually greet teachers with the utmost respect. Generally, a class will begin as students
all stand to receive the teachers and say in unison “Good morning, Mr. X and Ms. Y.” Students
do not sit until the teacher or the class leader tells them to sit down.
In front of students or other teachers, it is considered rude for one teacher to correct another
teacher, even if the teacher is wrong. Constructive criticism should be saved for more private
interaction; however, there will be times when a correction needs to be made during class. Tact
is the key.
Discipline
The JTE is responsible for discipline in the classroom. If you experience issues with discipline in
class you should discuss your concerns with them.
The Teachers’ Room
The teachers’ room in Japan is a lot different from what you might be used to or from what you
might expect. All teachers, including the principal, vice principal and head teacher, sit at adjoining
desks in one big room. Some schools have very quiet teachers’ rooms, while others are not so
quiet. All students are allowed into the teachers’ room at any time except prior to mid-term or
final exams. Some schools also have additional teachers’ rooms, one room for teachers from
each grade or one for each subject. These rooms are usually located near the grade level
where they teach.
Cleaning Time
Every day after classes, students clean the school (this cleaning time may vary). They clean
everything from the toilets to the parking lot. The teachers will go to designated areas and
supervise the students. Your participation in this most humble activity is appreciated. Usually a
few sweeps with a broom each day may even prompt generous amounts of gasps of disbelief
and gratitude from the other teachers. However at some schools students are not allowed to
speak during cleaning time so please make sure to consult with your JTE to make sure you
don’t break any school rules.
Club Activities
The last main activity of each day is bukatsu (club activity). Every school has a wide variety of
clubs to join. Students' participation is mandatory. Your participation may or may not be
expected but could be greatly appreciated. It is helpful to find out ahead of time what the
schedule for the day is. For example, you can ask students during lunch where their club is,
what time it meets, and whether you can join that day. Be sure to check if your attendance is
okay with you JTE and the teacher in charge of the club.

Studying Japanese
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Now that you are in Japan, you may find things a bit confusing, especially if you can’t speak
the language. One way to figure out what’s going on all around you is to join everyone in speaking
and finding out the best learning method for you.
Things to Consider
First and foremost, buy a dictionary. It is recommended that you have a pocket dictionary that you
can carry with you at all times, as well as a few larger reference dictionaries that you can
consult at home or school.
Buy a grammar book! Don’t get books that only teach you phrases. Get ones that really teach
you how to make sentences. It takes a very organized person to design and stick to a self-study
program. No matter how good your intentions are, you may not be able to discipline yourself to do
it alone. Setting a time to meet with others forces you to take time out of your schedule to study.
More likely than not, you won’t become fluent in one year, unless you have had prior Japanese
language instruction. Even then it's questionable. Progress comes slowly, but it does come. Your
language learning will plateau at points, but if you keep working, the level will rise again. Don’t get
discouraged. Everyone is capable of learning Japanese. Ask that your teachers correct you so
you don’t stop at pidgin Japanese.
By learning your own best study techniques, you’ll also learn a lot about language teaching
and about yourself as a language teacher. Speaking to your students in Japanese outside class
is acceptable, normal and in many cases encouraged. Remember, your efforts will set a good
example to the students!
The Japanese Language Proficiency Test (日本語能力試験)
This test, administered by the Association of International Education in Japan, is to evaluate and
certify the proficiency of non-native speakers of Japanese. The test is administered twice a year
in July and December, and application deadlines are in April and September (so you must apply
early). The test is offered in various locations, including ones in Shizuoka City. You can buy an
application packet for about ¥500 at most large bookstores from July; alternatively, you can
apply online at http://info.jees-jlpt.jp/?lang=english.
Level 5: This level covers the most basic elements of Japanese. Takers should be able to
understand conversations about daily life, when spoken slowly, and be able to read
basic expressions using hiragana, katakana and some kanji.
Level 4: This level covers the beginner elements of Japanese. Takers should be able to
understand dialogues from daily life and be able to read basic beginner vocabulary,
with more focus on Kanji.
Level 3: This level covers the intermediate elements of Japanese. Takers should be able to
understand everyday conversations at normal speed and the relationship between the
speakers. Takers must be able to read more specific everyday content, such as
newspaper articles and be able to understand more complex ideas in writing.
Level 2: This level covers the advanced levels of Japanese. Takers should be able to
understand varied orally material like news reports and coherent conversations.
Takers must be able to read complex articles including commentaries and critics and
be able to follow a narrative, with a clear understanding of the author’s intent.
Level 1: The level indicates a mastery of the fundamentals of Japanese fluency. Takers
must be able to understand complex materials from a variety of sources, including
abstract content and idea with an understanding of relationships, logical structures and
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essential points in the text. Takers must be able to read a variety of complex and
abstract pieces and fully understand the author's intent.

Customs & Etiquette
Despite our best efforts to “blend in,” we can still be considered a bit of a novelty, but
nevertheless, knowing a little about Japanese etiquette can really be helpful:
Bow
Knowing how to bow correctly is an important Japanese custom. As you may know, a bow is
often used instead of a handshake for greetings. In addition, it is also used to express “thank
you,” “excuse me,” and to humble oneself. Always bow lower and longer than your superiors.
As a resident from abroad you will be forgiven for poor bowing etiquette and rewarded for
making the effort. Men bow with their hands at their sides; women, hands in front.
Handshake
In general, do not extend your hand first to be shaken, though some Japanese like to shake
hands. If you do find yourself shaking hands, be careful. Many Japanese find a firm handshake
repulsive. Follow their lead, except when teaching students how to shake hands properly.
Shoes
In Japan people remove their shoes when entering a house, school, or any place with tatami
(straw mats). This includes your apartment. When visiting somebody’s home, take off your
shoes in the genkan (entrance way) and place them neatly with the toes facing the door. Slippers
are usually provided for you in a house, but these should be removed before entering the tatami
room.
In school, you must have a pair of “indoor shoes.” These can be any comfortable shoes that
have never been worn outside. They may be inspected. You may also want a pair of indoor
athletic shoes for the gym (these can be the same shoes as your working shoes, if you want).
“Outdoor” athletic shoes are needed for outdoor sports. Your school should provide you with a
shoe locker. Please note that the wooden boards you will often see in the entryway of schools,
etc. are considered indoors.
Again, never wear shoes or slippers on tatami, don’t step on the threshold in temples or old
homes, and, perhaps most importantly, toilet slippers are for the toilet room only.
Visiting Somebody’s Home
You will undoubtedly be offered several invitations to visit homes. People in Japan are very
hospitable and enjoy entertaining guests from overseas. When invited, it is customary to bring a
small, wrapped gift as a sign of appreciation.
As mentioned above, always remove your shoes in the genkan before stepping into the
home area. Change into slippers if they are provided. Umbrellas and coats should also be left in
this area. Before entering someone else's home, say “ojama shimasu” (excuse me for entering
your home).
Remain in the area where they bring you. Don’t wander around, especially in the kitchen. Most
people are extremely gracious and formal hosts and may become embarrassed if guests try to
help or see the product before it is finished. Presentation is everything!
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The Toilet
It sounds a little crude, but “toilet” is the main word used in Japan. (“Toire wa doko desu ka?”
 “Where’s the bathroom?”) This is surely the most important phrase you will need. The
bathroom, that is, the room with the bath, is often separate from the room with the toilet.
Japanese-style toilets are quite different from western toilets. At first, they may seem confusing
and uncomfortable, but you may come to prefer them over their Western counterparts.
Basically, a Japanese style toilet is a urinal in the ground with a flush. Squat above the hole,
facing the flush handle and toilet paper. Don’t make the mistake of so many people who ask:
“Why is the toilet paper so far behind you?” Basic rule of thumb: the lower you go, the less you
have to worry about aiming.
Many public restrooms as well as homes have Western-style toilets. When you go to someone’s
house, toilet slippers are usually provided. First, remove the house slippers at the door and
step into the bathroom slippers. Don’t forget to leave the bathroom slippers turned around for the
next person after you are finished.
Bathing
In your own apartment you can do whatever you want, but at a hotel or at an onsen (hot
spring), or at someone’s home, you should know how to bathe correctly. Japanese style
bathtubs are not for washing, rather for soaking and relaxing. Your body must be thoroughly
scrubbed before you enter the tub.
The tub is filled once a day and the whole family shares the bath water. This means it is very
important to be totally clean first. Remove any hair, etc. from the water. Do not drain the water
when you are finished. If there is a cover provided, place it over the tub to keep the water hot for
the next person.
Before you soak, you must wash yourself. There will be a small stool and washbowl. Sit facing
the wall/ shower/mirror and fill your bowl with water. Do not leave the water running. You will be
given a long towel for soaping and scrubbing. You can also use this time to wash your hair,
shave, brush your teeth, etc. Finally, rinse off, clean your washbowl and stool, and enjoy your
soak. After soaking, another scrub is common in the onsen.
Eating
Make sure to say “Itadakimasu!” (loosely translated, “Thank you for this food!”) before you begin
eating and “Gochisosama deshita!” (loosely translated, “It was a feast!”) when you are finished.
If an oshibori (wet towel) is given to you before a meal, wipe your hands on it before you begin
eating. This is not to be mistaken for a napkin. Typically, Japanese dishes are served on
numerous small plates. Lift the plate with one hand up to your mouth and eat with the other
hand, especially when eating rice. Everything is eaten, especially at school. Don’t be concerned
if people nearby slurp their noodles loudly; this is not considered rude in Japan.
Ohashi (Chopsticks)
There are several rules for using these. Do not leave them sticking out of your food, as this is the
way food is offered to the dead. It is, however, okay to rest them on the rims of bowls or plates.
Never pass food from one person’s chopsticks to another’s. This is another funeral ritual in
which a dead person’s bones are handled.
Don’t stir your soup with your chopsticks, but feel free to use them to fish out pieces of food.
When taking food from a common dish, use the serving chopsticks provided; in none are
available, some Japanese will recommend using the opposite ends of the chopsticks. However,
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some people view this as rude, so be sure to ask or copy what everyone around you is doing.
In order to learn how to hold your chopsticks correctly, try asking someone to show you.
Lastly, you may be asked quite frequently if you can use chopsticks, even while you are using
them! Try not to be offended; chopsticks are a very important part of Japanese life and, since
you are a foreigner, many Japanese will be curious as to whether you have been able to
properly adopt this set of customs (which are often seen as difficult and uniquely Japanese).
Enkai (Official Parties)
Enkai have strict rules. Why? Because it wouldn’t be a party without them!
First, wait for others to sit down before you do. Never pour your own drink, as your coworkers
will be eager to do it for you. In turn, you are expected to fill others’ glasses. Wait for the kanpai
(cheers) before you take your first sip.
When offered another drink, hold your glass as the drink is poured, take a token sip, and then
immediately serve whoever served you in the same manner.
If you don’t drink alcohol, let your hosts know and another drink like tea will be provided.
Omiyage(Gifts)
Gift-giving has been an elaborate social ritual in Japan for centuries. Gifts are given to express
gratitude for past or continuing favors, in anticipation of future favors or services, to show
respect for a superior, and even in return for gifts previously received.
If you are visiting a friend’s home for the first time after a long interval or during a festive part of
the year, you should take a small gift such as wine or sweets. If you travel to a different city or
country, bringing back some gifts for your friends and coworkers is a good idea. Food unique to
the area you visited make for popular omiyage and are normally sold at local train station and
omiyage specialty stores.
Usually, gifts should be wrapped. Many stores will wrap them for you. If you wrap it yourself,
anything but white wrapping paper is okay. White paper is associated with funeral rituals. It is
not customary to open presents when they are offered, but rather to take them home unopened
or to open them once the guests have departed. If you are given a gift, don’t open it unless you
are asked to do so or you ask if it is okay to do so. Likewise, if you give a gift, do not expect the
recipient to open it in front of you. Non-food items can be stored and passed on to the next
person that does you a favor!
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